
Thoughts On
Shavuot

Parshat  Savuot  5761

I give thanks before You, Hashem my Lord, that you
made my portion among those who dwell in the Bait
HaMidrash and not among those who dwell on the

street corners.  I rise in the morning and they rise.  I
rise to deal in the words of Torah and they rise to

deal with worthless issues.  I toil and they toil.  I toil
and receive reward.  They toil and do not receive

reward.  I run and they run.  I run to life in the world
to come and they run to a desolate pit.  (Talmud,

Tractate Berachot 28b)

The Chag of Shavuot celebrates receiving the Torah at
Sinai.  It is appropriate to consider, on Shavuot, the mitzvah of
Talmud Torah—Torah study.

The Talmud explains, in Tractate Berachot, that it is
appropriate to recite a short prayer before entering the Bait
HaMidrash and upon leaving.  The above text is the prayer
said before departing from the Bait HaMidrash.

In this prayer, we give thanks for the opportunity to
study Torah.  We contrast those who study Torah to those who
dwell on street corners.  We express appreciation for the op-
portunity to be involved in a worthy pursuit, rather than
meaningless activities.

Who are individuals dwelling on street corners?  Rashi
explains that this is not a reference to derelicts.  The phrase
refers to storekeepers and common people.1  According to this
interpretation, the prayer asserts that the study of Torah is a
more worthy pursuit than involvement in trade.

Rav Yisrael Meir HaKohen Ztl—the Chafetz Chayyim—
asks an important question on this text.  The prayer observes
that the Torah scholar toils, and the common person toils.  The
Torah scholar is rewarded for his toil.  The common person
does not receive recompense.  This is a difficult claim to under-
stand.  The common person is rewarded.  The craftsman creates
a product; perhaps one constructs a piece of beautiful jewelry.
The person then sells this creation.  One’s recompense is the
payment received.  This reward may not be as valuable as the
merit earned through the study of Torah.  However, it is diffi-
cult to comprehend the apparent claim of the prayer.  The
prayer asserts that the common person is not rewarded for his
or her efforts!

The Chafetz Chayyim responded that the answer lies
in careful analysis of the text.  The prayer is discussing reward
for effort.  The craftsman is not rewarded for effort.  One is paid
for the object produced.  Imagine the craftsman had invested
many hours into creating a wonderful product.  However, a

buyer could not be found.  Perhaps one finds a buyer, but the
customer will only pay a modest price for the craftsman’s cre-
ation.  The toil and effort of the worker are not rewarded.

In contrast, the Torah scholar is rewarded for his ef-
forts.  Consider the Torah scholar who spends many hours
attempting to understand a difficult section of the Talmud.  In
the end, complete understanding remains elusive.  Perhaps, the
scholar ends the session with more questions than answers.
Nonetheless, the mitzvah of Talmud Torah has been fulfilled
and is rewarded.2

And you should teach them to your children – to
speak of them – when you dwell in your house and

travel on the road, when you lie down and when you
arise.  (Devarim 11:19)

And you should teach them clearly to your children.
And you should speak of them when you dwell in
your houses and travel on the road, when you lie

down and when you arise.  (Devarim 6:7)

These two pesukim are almost identical.  Nonetheless,
each is the basis for a different law.  Maimonides explains that
the first pasuk is the source for the obligation to teach one’s
children.3  The second pasuk is the source for the more gener-
al obligation for the Torah scholar to teach deserving students.
The second pasuk refers to these students as children.  This
reflects the special relationship between teacher and student.
The students are the children of the Torah scholar.  This is not
the result of a biological relationship.  It stems from the intel-
lectual bond between these individuals.4

Why is the obligation of the father to teach his chil-
dren derived from the first pasuk?  Why is the responsibility of
the Torah scholar derived from the second?

Rav Yitzchak Zev Soloveitchik ZTL explained that the
derivations are determined by a subtle difference in the pe-
sukim.  The first pasuk discusses teaching.  This refers to the
transmittal of the Torah from father to child.  Virtually every
child is suitable for this mission.  Children will master the To-
rah to varying degrees.  However, regardless of the child’s
potential as a scholar, the child must be taught Torah.

The second pasuk describes a different type of Torah
learning.  This pasuk describes an obligation to elucidate the

1  Rabbaynu Shlomo ben Yitzchak (Rashi), Commentary on the Talmud,
Mesechet Berachot 28b.

2  Rav Yitzchak Mirsky, Higyonai Halacha (Mossad HaRav Kook, 1989), vol-
ume 1, p 118.
3 Rabbaynu Moshe ben Maimon (Rambam / Maimonides) Mishne Torah,
Hilchot Talmud Torah 1:1.
4 Rabbaynu Moshe ben Maimon (Rambam / Maimonides) Mishne Torah,
Hilchot Talmud Torah 1:2.
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Torah and instill erudition.  Every child cannot achieve this
level of scholarship.  Only the fitting student succeeds in
achieving this mastery.  The advanced understanding described
in the pasuk cannot be required of every child.  This pasuk
can only refer to the obligation of the teacher and the appro-
priate student.5

 And Hashem spoke all of these words saying:
(Shemot 20:1)

This pasuk introduces the Asseret HaDibrot—the De-
calogue.  The Chumash is accompanied by cantillation.  These
musical notes were established by the Sages.  However, the
concept of reading the Torah with cantillations is derived from
the Torah itself.  The cantillations serve a very important func-
tion.  The pesukim of the Torah do not include punctuation.
The cantillations provide punctuation.  They also help commu-
nicate the intention of the pesukim.6

There are two versions of cantillations for the Asseret
HaDibrot.  These are referred to as the “upper” and “lower” can-
tillations.  The lower cantillations divide the Asseret HaDibrot
into fourteen pesukim.  The upper cantillations divide the As-
seret HaDibrot into ten Dibrot or statements.

There are various customs regarding the proper can-
tillations to be used when reading the Asseret HaDibrot in
public.

1.  The most prevalent custom is to use the upper can-
tillations.

2.  An alternative custom is to utilize the upper cantil-
lations when reading the Asseret HaDibrot on Shavuot.
However, when reading the Asseret HaDibrot on Shabbat Par-
shat Yitro and VaEtchanan, the lower cantillations are
followed.

3.  There is a third custom.  This practice is to use only
the lower cantillations when reading the Asseret HaDibrot.

This third custom is based upon a very important con-
sideration.  It is generally prohibited to divide pesukim in a
manner different than indicated by the lower cantillations. 7

The upper cantillations divide the pesukim differently then
the lower cantillations.  This seems to violate this general rule.
The upper cantillations indicate the structure of the Asseret
HaDibrot as ten discrete statements, but are inappropriate for
the vocalization of the pesukim.

In view of the rule that the pesukim must be delineat-
ed as indicated by the lower cantillations, how can the
prevalent customs utilize the upper cantillations?

In order to answer this question, the difference be-
tween the upper and lower cantillations must be more
carefully analyzed.  The Torah is written in narrative form.  It
recounts the revelation of Sinai.  In the process of narration,
the Torah recounts the Asseret HaDibrot.  In other words, the
Torah does not include a statement of the Asseret HaDibrot.
Instead, it contains a description of the Asseret HaDibrot in
narrative form.  The lower cantillations treat the pesukim deal-
ing with the Asseret HaDibrot as a narrative.

The upper cantillations divide the cantillations into
the discrete statements heard at Sinai.  These cantillations con-
tain an implication.  The Torah presents the Asseret HaDibrot
in narrative form.  However, the Asseret HaDibrot are also con-
tained in the Torah as a separate entity.  The same words have a
dual significance.  They are a narrative.  They are also a presen-
tation of the Asseret HaDibrot exactly as transmitted at Sinai.

The general restriction of dividing pesukim in a man-
ner different from the lower cantillations can now be better
understood.  The narrative of the Torah must be read with com-
plete accuracy.  This includes meticulous adherence to the
punctuation dictated by the lower cantillations.  If the narra-
tive of the Asseret HaDibrot is read, the lower cantillations
must be utilized.  The custom of using the upper cantillations
is based on the premise that, at times, the words containing the
Asseret HaDibrot are not read as a narrative.  Instead, they are
read as the Asseret HaDibrot themselves.  In such a reading,
we are not recounting the events at Sinai.  We are recreating
these events.  In the context of this objective, the general prin-
ciple requiring adherence to the lower cantillations does not
apply.

And she saw that she strengthened herself to follow
her and she ceased from speaking to her  (Ruth

1:18)

Naami discouraged Ruth from adopting the Torah.
Ruth could return to her people and accept the laws of a righ-
teous Gentile.  However, Ruth refused.  She insisted in following
her mother-in-law and adopting the obligations of the Torah.
Naami observed that Ruth was struggling with the consequenc-
es of this decision.  The path of the Torah was not an easy road
to follow.  When Naami observed this struggle, she stopped
discouraging Ruth.  She finally accepted her sincerity.

We would expect Naami to respond differently to
Ruth’s internal conflict.  This struggle seems to represent am-
bivalence.  Would it not have been more sensible for Naami to
reject Ruth after observing conflict?  We would expect Naami
to wait for complete personal harmony before accepting Ruth.

Rav Eliyahu of Vilna—the Vilna Gaon—explains that
Ruth’s conflict did not represent lack of commitment.  Instead,
it communicated to Naami Ruth’s sincerity and total accep-
tance of the Torah.  The Gaon explains that commitment to the
Torah life requires that a person undertake to battle the basic
instincts.  The individual who truly accepts the Torah must
change his or her life.  This should be a difficult undertaking.  It
demands internal struggle.  If this struggle is absent, the con-
viction is not sincere.  Immediate, fervent commitment to the
Torah without this battle must be suspect.  It is likely that per-
sonal, hidden motives are at work.  Only when Naami observed
Ruth’s struggle, did she accept Ruth’s sincerity.8

5 Kuntres Moadim MeTorat Brisk, p 71.
6 Mesechet Megilah 3a.
7 Mesechet Ta’anit 27b.

8 Rav Eliyahu of Vilna (Gra), Commentary on Megilat Rut 1:18.
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